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Overview  

Automatic Application of Financial Aid (job group FG095R), also referred to as Auto-
App, automatically applies financial aid awards and sponsorships to student records with 
open charges. Students are selected for the Auto-App process based on the date of their 
registration, cashiering activity, or both. All open charges for the selected students and 
year/session specified are selected for payment. 

The Auto-App job group functions similarly to online cashiering; as soon as an open 
charge is paid with a financial aid award, the Financial Aid Expenditure (FAEXP) 
database is updated with the expenditure. 

Colleges may choose to run Auto-App either on a daily basis or occasionally, as needed, 
to pay the bulk of open charges for a particular year/session. 

Auto-App pays open charges in a particular order, depending on factors set up in the 
Financial Aid Program Code (FAPC) Table (BM1002). The Award Disbursement 
Indicator (ADI) is the primary factor in determining order of payment: 

• Open charges are paid first by sponsorship, if one is available.  

• Charges are then paid by any available financial aid in order of the most 
restrictive FAPCs (most number of applicable fee class exclusions or least 
number of fee class inclusions) to the least restrictive FAPCs (least number of 
applicable fee class exclusions or most number of fee class inclusions).  

Since FAPCs determine the order in which financial aid is paid, you must carefully set up 
fee class exclusions for FAPCs on the FMS Financial Aid Program Code Table 
(BM1002). For specifics on establishing and maintaining codes on this table, refer to the 
document Understanding the FAM and FMS Interface. 

The Auto-App job group performs enrollment level edits in FAM if the Award Package 
Indicator for a FAPC is 1 through 4 (indicating Yes) on the Financial Aid Program Code 
Table (BM1002). Auto-App produces two reports: 

• Open charges that can be paid by the Auto-App job group will appear on the 
report Auto Application of Financial Aid - Application (BM1708A).  

• Student records that fail the FAM edits will generate exception messages that will 
appear on the report Auto Application of Financial Aid - Exceptions (BM1708B); 
these must be resolved for payment to occur. A disbursement must be posted in 
the FAEXP database before the Check Calculation job group (AG906R) can 
disburse any balance remaining in the form of a check. 

This document describes the setup required for Auto-App to function correctly, details 
the scheduling parameters for the Auto-App job group, and explains each message that 
might appear on either report. 
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Setting Up Tables for Auto-App  

There are several requirements for setting up Auto-App in both FAM and FMS in order 
for it to function. Setting up Auto-App consists of four parts: 

• Required basic setup for tracking tuition payment 

• Required setup of tracking codes that block payment (excluding academic 
progress) 

• Optional setup for prorating awards 

• Optional setup for academic progress edits 

Setting Up Tracking Codes for Tuition Payment 
The first step in setting up Auto-App is identifying the financial aid tracking codes to be 
used to note payment on the tracking tab by the Auto-App program. Tracking codes are 
located on the SAF_TRACK_CODE Validation Table.  

 
 
Value  Long Description 
A1  FIRST AUTO APP 
A2  SECOND AUTO APP 
A3  THIRD AUTO APP (and so on up to A9) 
AA  LAST AUTO APP 

In setting up Auto-App be sure that the SM9777-AA value is on the CIS/WCC 
Processing table with A1A2A3A4A5A6A7A8A9 as the description.  

The Auto-App program (FG095R) will post the AA tracking code on the Tracking Tab 
(FAM505) for the session in which Auto-App occurred. If there is a subsequent Auto-
App, then FG095R will automatically update the tracking code from AA to A1 and posts 
a new AA tracking code for the most recent Auto-App that took place. This process of 
updating tracking codes can occur up to a total of 10 times per session. 
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Setting up Tracking Codes to Block Payment 
You can create codes to block payment of calculated checks and to block cashiering. 

Creating a Block Code for Calculated Checks 

First, establish tracking codes on the SAF_TRACK_CODE Validation Table. Most 
colleges use the following codes for this.  

CC – Check Calculated  C1 – 1st Recalc 
CR – Check Recalculated  C2 – 2nd Recalc   (and so on) 

You can set up a tracking code that enables blocking of tuition payment by Auto-App 
when a check has already been calculated. This tracking code is controlled by the 
CIS/WCC Processing Table Value SM9408-CHK-CALC with CC as the Description.  

When a check has been calculated, the CC tracking code is posted on the Tracking Tab in 
the Student’s record for the session the check was calculated. For records marked with 
CC, Auto-App should be blocked due to the time lag in updating the FAEXP database. 
The CC tracking code is posted while the check is still pending; however, the FAEXP 
database is updated only when the check is actually printed. If the CC tracking code is 
not set up as a blocking code, then Auto-App could attempt to pay additional open 
charges with money that is already earmarked for check disbursement. The key value 
SM9408-CHK-CALC protects against disbursing more aid than a student is allowed to 
receive. 

Creating a Block Code for Cashiering (optional) 

Another tracking code that you can optionally set up enables blocking of tuition payment 
by Auto-App when there is a cashiering block on a record.  

First, establish the tracking code on the SAF_TRACK_CODE Validation Table. Most 
colleges use the following codes for this.  

BL – Cashiering Block Code 

This tracking code is controlled by the BM1805-BLK-CD value on the CIS/WCC 
Processing Table.   

When a student’s record has a cashiering block, the BL tracking code is posted on the 
Tracking Tab in the student’s record for the session you want to block.  

Note:  The BL tracking code mentioned above will only block Auto Application of 
Financial Aid and cashiering, it will not block Check Calculation. In order to 
block a check from calculating you will need to use the CC tracking code on 
Tracking Tab for the session the award is post. 

If the BL tracking code is posted on Session 0000 it will block all sessions. But if 
it’s placed on a specific session that is not 0000, then it will only block that 
session. 
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Setting Up Prorated Awards (optional) 
Colleges have the option to prorate awards when setting up Auto-App.  First you always 
want to setup the tracking codes on the SAF_TRACK_CODE Validation Table.   

Examples: 
CP – Cashiering Used Prorated Award CC – Cashiering Used Prorated Award 
CA – Cashiering Used Prorated Award CD – Cashiering Used Prorated Award 
CB – Cashiering Used Prorated Award  CE – Cashiering Used Prorated Award 

For notification of payment with a prorated award, setup the BM1840-PRORATE Value 
on the CIS/WCC Processing Table with CP as the Description. 

In addition to basic setup for prorated awards, you must consider each FAPC you have 
the Business Office create or maintain in the FMS Financial Aid Program Code Table 
(BM1002). When deciding to prorate an award, there are several options: 

Option Description 

R Round to the nearest dollar amount.  
If the award is $799.35, when .50 cents is added, the award amount will be $799.85. 
When the amount is truncated, it becomes $799.  
If the amount is $799.65, when .50 cents is added, the award amount will be $800.15. 
When the amount is truncated, it becomes $800. 

U Round Up to the next whole dollar amount.  
If the award is $799.35, when .99 cents is added, the award amount will be $800.34. 
When the amount is truncated, it becomes $800. 

T Prorate with truncation. 
If the award amount is $799.35, when truncated the award amount will be $799. 

I Pay charges regardless of the number credits indicated by the enrollment level. 
If a student has a $450 tuition waiver and is enrolled for 6 credits, the program will 
allow up to $450 to be paid, regardless of the enrollment level set on the Financial 
Tab in the student’s record. 

Y Yes, prorate the awarded amounts based on the Pell percentages if the student is 
enrolled in fewer credits than indicated by the enrollment level on the Financial Tab 
in the student’s record. 

N No, the financial aid program cannot be used to pay charges if the student is not 
enrolled for the number of credits indicated by the enrollment level on the Financial 
Tab in the student’s record.  

Award prorating is set for each FAPC individually, so when Auto-App attempts to pay all 
open charges, each FAPC will pay up to the amount allowed. The amount paid by an 
FAPC using the prorate option is not reflected on the Award Tab so careful and timely 
reconciliation is necessary to avoid exceeding a student's need. 
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Setting Up Academic Progress Edits (optional) 
Colleges have the option, when setting up Auto-App, to restrict automatic application of 
financial aid for students who do not meet academic progress, as defined by the Financial 
Aid Office. To initiate academic progress checking, setup the ACADPROG-EDITS value 
on the CIS/WCC Processing Table with ‘Y’ as the description.  Remember this in an 
option that colleges have when setting up Auto-App NOT a requirement. 

The ACADPROG-EDITS value activates the academic progress and attendance edits for 
credit-hour colleges. These edits are activated automatically for clock-hour colleges by 
using the Clock-Hour Indicator. 

If your college stores academic progress data on session (0000), then you will need to 
ensure the ACAD-POST-SES value is set as 0000 in the description on the CIS/WCC 
Processing Table as well with; otherwise, the program will use the scheduled payment 
session, for example B013. 

Once the academic progress edits have been activated, a college can choose which edits 
to enforce by entering one or all of the following values on the CIS/WCC Processing 
Table. 
 

Value Description 

PROB-DISB-OPT Y = Yes  &  N = No   
Indicates whether the college chooses to block 
disbursements for students on financial aid probation 
Y = Allows disbursement 
N = Disbursement is blocked        

PROBATION-TRACK 2-character track code to identify students on financial aid 
probation. (e.g. PB) 

STARTDATE-TRACK 2-character track code that indicates the program entry date 
for a student (e.g. SD) 

SM9407-PCT-ATTD Identifies the percentage of available hours the student must 
have attended in order for a disbursement to occur. 
(e.g. 085 clock Hour only) 

SM9407-CUM-GPA Identifies the minimum cumulative GPA required for 
disbursement.  (e.g. 2.000) 

SM9407-SES-GPA Identifies the minimum session GPA required for 
disbursement. (e.g. 2.000) 

TERMINATION-TRACK 2-character track code to identify students on financial aid 
termination. (e.g. TM) 
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Important:   
 

1 – When the ACADPROG-EDITS value is activated, the following two values are also 
required: PROBATION-TRACK and STARTDATE-TRACK. 

 

2 – If you want disbursements to still occur for students who have a probation track code, 
be sure to post the description of ‘Y’ for the PROB-DISB-OPT value.  

 

3 – If the PROB-DISB-OPT value is not setup on the CIS/WCC Processing Table 
disbursement is blocked completely. 
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Running Auto-App (FG095R) 

To run the Auto-App process, schedule and run job group FG095R (Auto Application of 
Finaid). This job group automatically applies financial aid awards and sponsorships to 
students who have open charges. Students are selected for the Auto-App process based on 
their date of registration activity, cashiering activity, or both. All open charges for the 
selected students and the year/session specified are selected for payment.  

Entering Job Scheduling Parameter Values for Auto-App 
Each of the job scheduling parameters associated with the Auto-App job group FG095R 
are described below. Use these guidelines to determine the values to enter for the 
parameters when scheduling FG095R. 

 
Parameter BM1707-CHRG-DATE 
Use this parameter to indicate the date in YYMMDD format or as a whole number. 
Students are selected if they have registration activity, cashiering activity, or both, on or 
before the date you enter. To select all students, enter the current date or a zero; the 
default is zero.  

When scheduling FG095R as a daily copy-over job, the run date is taken as the charge 
date if it is prior to the run date. The charge date is displayed on the Customer Account 
Activity screen (BM1625). 
 
Sample:  Customer Account Activity Screen (BM1625) 
 
BM1625-008                 CUSTOMER ACCOUNT ACTIVITY                  03/13/11 
                                                                                
                                                                FEE  FEE 
 CUST NUM  TYPE    CUSTOMER NAME                   YRS    COL   CD   CL   SORT 
[999999999][S]   [ALIEN CURTSY                  ] [B014] [   ] [  ] [  ]  [ ] 
 
FEE           FEE           CHARGE      PAYMENT            PAYMENT               
CD  YRS  COL CLASS  QTY     AMOUNT      AMOUNT     DATE    METHOD    REFERENCE  
 
S1  B014 160  40      5.0        5.00             031311                        
S2  B014 160  40      5.0        7.50             031311                        
TR  B014 160  11      5.0      273.50             031311    
 

 

Charge 
Date 
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Parameter BM1707-FEECALC 
Use this parameter to indicate whether to apply financial aid to fee calculation charges 
only or to all charges; the options are: 

Y = Yes, apply financial aid to fee calculation charges only. 
N = No, apply financial aid to all charges. 

The “fee calculation charges” include those charge amounts for fee codes that are 
calculated and posted automatically to the Cashiering module by the Registration process. 
Charges such as tuition and lab fees are “fee calculation” charges.  

The term “all charges” includes those charge amounts for fee codes that cashiers can 
manually add. Cashiers can manually add insurance fees, bookstore charges, parking 
fees, or library fines on the Cashiering Screen (BM1600). Data entered on BM1600 then 
appears on the Customer Account Activity Screen (BM1625): 
 
Example:  Customer Account Activity Screen (BM1625)  
 
BM1625-008                 CUSTOMER ACCOUNT ACTIVITY                  03/13/11 
                                                                FEE  FEE 
 CUST NUM  TYPE    CUSTOMER NAME                   YRS    COL   CD   CL   SORT 
[999999999][S]   [ALIEN CURTSY                  ] [B014] [   ] [  ] [  ]  [ ] 
 
FEE           FEE           CHARGE      PAYMENT            PAYMENT               
CD  YRS  COL CLASS  QTY     AMOUNT      AMOUNT     DATE    METHOD    REFERENCE  
 
S1  B014 160  40      5.0        5.00             031311                        
S2  B014 160  40      5.0        7.50             031311                        
TR  B014 160  11      5.0      273.50             031311    
 

 

 

 

Parameter BM1707-LDEV 
Use this parameter to identify the logical device (LDEV) number for the cashiering 
device (cash register) used when initiating a cashiering session for the Auto-App process.  

The LDEV number is defined by the Business Office on the FMS User Batch Control 
Table (BM1605); see Sample 1. The LDEV number is used for matching to a specific 
Batch ID. In this sample, LDEV 000 is matched with Batch ID AA. 
 
Sample 1:  User Batch Control Table (BM1605) 
 
BM1605-001                  USER BATCH CONTROL TABLE                  FYR=10-11 
                     
        USER ID     LDEV         BATCH ID          STATUS      RVSN DATE 
      [        ]    [000]          [AA]             [A]        [11/16/95] 
 

 

Fee Code TR represents 
a “fee calculation 
charge” that is calculated 
and posted automatically 

Fee Codes S1 and 
S2 represent 
charges that 
cashiers can 
manually add. 
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The batch ID is pre-defined by the Business Office on the FMS Batch Identifier Table 
(GA1068); see Sample 2. 
 
Sample 2:  Batch Identifier Table (GA1068) 
 
GA1068-001                BATCH IDENTIFIER TABLE                 FYR=10-11 
 
    BATCH                            BATCH    BATCH ID   BANK ACCT    RVSN 
     ID        BATCH ID TITLE       POST IND   STATUS      CODE       DATE   
    [AA]   [AUTO APPLICATION F/A]     [3]       [A]        [  ]     [000228] 
 

Batch IDs allow the Business Office, when reviewing accounting batches, to determine 
where specific transactions originated. It is recommended that you create a default for 
BM1707-LDEV on the Parameter Default Screen (Job Scheduling Main Menu, option 8) 
using the LDEV number (as defined on the BM1605) corresponding to the appropriate 
batch ID (see Sample 3). This will ensure that the default LDEV will always be used. 
 
Sample 3:  Job Scheduling Parameter Default Screen  
 
JM1004-001              PARAMETER DEFAULT SCREEN 
 
PARAMETER: BM1707-LDEV        JOB / GROUP : BM1707J     COLLEGE : SPDEV    
 DEFAULT 
  VALUE  : 000                                                          
 

 
Parameter BM1707-RFND-SPN 
Use this parameter to indicate whether or not to refund any paid charges if they were paid 
by a third-party sponsorship. Third-party sponsorships are established on BM1628. The 
options for this parameter are: 

Y = Yes, process refunds for sponsorships. 
N = No, do not process refunds for sponsorships. 
 

Sample:  Third Party Sponsorship Screen (BM1628) 
 
BM1628-005             THIRD PARTY SPONSORSHIP SCREEN                 03/13/11 
 
 SPONSOR ID: [         ][ ]      CUSTOMER ID: [999999999][S]   FOR YRS: [    ] 
                                 ROCK MATHEW A                   
  
   SPONSOR              AMT/PERC/   EDIT  EXC                    AMT USED/ 
  ID / NAME     YRS     INDICATOR   STAT  IND   FEE CLASSES            BALANCE 
 
[DVR      ][O] [B014] [    660.00]A  [A]  [ ] [              ] [    660.00] 
 D.V.R.                       #             [              ]    [       .00] 
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Parameter BM1707-RFND-TRN 
Use this parameter to indicate whether refunds should be processed for “transfer-only” 
financial aid programs; the options are: 

Y = Yes, process refunds for “transfer-only” financial aid programs. 
N = No, do not process refunds for “transfer-only” financial aid programs. 

Transfer-only financial aid programs refer to those that have FAPCs with an Award 
Disbursement Indicator of 7 (transfer only – transferable waiver; can be used as a method 
of payment to generate accounting transactions) on the Financial Aid Program Code 
Table (BM1002). 
 
Sample:  Financial Aid Program Code Table (BM1002) 
 
BM1002-004             FINANCIAL AID  PROGRAM  CODE TABLE            FYR 10-11 
              
                   FAPC  [021]           COL  [160]      REVISION DATE [000228] 
 
           FAPC ACRONYM  [TWND ]  FAPC TITLE  [TW NEEDY/DADV ] 
 
TRNS   TRNS   APPR   PRG     ORG                  REIM    SRC 
 CD    RVRS   INDX   INDX    INDX   SOBJ   SSOBJ   CD     REV    SSRC   AR ID 
[   ]  [ ]    [846]  [275]  [8021]  [NZ]   [  ]   [  ]   [0724]  [TR] [      ] 
                                        DEBT TYPE [96]  CUST ID [         ][ ] 
 
  AWARD PKG IND [2]  AWARD DISBURSEMENT IND [7]  REV IND [N]  PRORATE IND [N] 
 
         FEE CLASS 
         EXCLUSION                     FEE CLASSES                  
            [N]     [11] [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] 
 

Parameter BM1707-STRT-DATE    (For Technical Colleges only – Bates) 
Use this parameter to enter the latest date on which a student may begin his/her program 
to be considered for automatic application. The format is YYMMDD (default is 991231). 

This parameter applies only for open-entry, open-exit programs at colleges that use the 
SMS Program Enrollment Screen (SM3001) to track a student's program entry date. 
 
Sample 1:  Program Enrollment (SM3001) 
 
SM3001-003  1 of  1           PROGRAM ENROLLMENT 
      
SID: 999-99-9999  I|    |                                                       
                                                                                
                                                        
Stu Name: STICH BILL E                                          
 
|      Stu Street        |    Stu City    |St| Stu ZIP |  Day Phone   | 
 12704 64TH AVE E         PUYALLUP         WA 98373     (253) 848 6055 
 
     Opt A:         Opt B:         Opt C:                                     
                                  Comments                                  
                                                                            
                                                                          
                                Prg  Prg   Enr  Enr    Entry  Proj Exit  Exit 
Stat Prg Sect      Title        Hr  Hr/Day Hr  Hr/Day  Date     Date     Date   
 L  305   04 DENTAL ASSISTANT   1155 6.0              01/15/10 
 

Award 
Disbursement 
Indicator is 7 
(transfer only) 
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Students whose Start Date must be considered by the Auto-App process must have a 
tracking code on the Tracking Tab; see Sample 2. 
 
Sample 2:  Tracking Tab (FAM505) 

 

The tracking code, in this case SD, is defined in the STARTDATE-TRACK value 
description field on the CIS/WCC Processing Table.  
 
Sample 3:  CIS/WCC Processing Table 

 

Parameter BM1707-TRACK-CD 

This parameter adds a tracking code to the Tracking Tab (FAM505) in the specific 
session for which the payment occurs, when the Auto-App process is run. If this 
parameter is left blank, no tracking code will be added. 
 
Please refer to page #2 above regarding where to setup tracking codes in FAM. 
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Parameter BM1707-TRIAL 
 
Use this parameter to indicate whether this is a trial run or final run; the options are: 

Y = Yes this is a Trial run and it generates preliminary reports only 
N = No this is not a Trial run it’s a Final run and will apply payments 

This parameter allows you to run the Auto-App process in preliminary mode to generate 
reports identifying students who will have their tuition payment applied from 
sponsorships or financial aid and students who will not have tuition payment applied due 
to exceptions.  

You can run FG095R as ‘Y’ in the preliminary trial run as many times as you want prior 
to scheduling the job as ‘N’ in the final run. 

Note: You can run FG095R as a preliminary trial run for an upcoming quarter, or to 
resolve any unforeseen issues prior to the date you intend to disburse aid.  

A preliminary run is not required and does not post any data to either the Customer 
Accounts or the FAM databases.  
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Parameter BM1707-YRS 
Use this parameter to identify the year/session for which open charges should be paid 
from financial aid. Since SMS and FMS do not accommodate a fifth session, the 
SAF_YR_SES_EQUIV Validation session equivalency table allows you to setup valid 
equivalent sessions. Setting up your equivalent sessions on this table is the first step in 
the crosswalk between the year/session of awards, the year/session of open charges in 
FMS, and enrollment data in SMS. This enables the Auto-App process to ensure payment 
in the correct year/session.    
 
Validation Table Name:   SAF_YR_SES_EQUIV 

 

In the Validation Table Update screen click the Insert icon  to enter the equivalent 
sessions for the academic year 2010 – 2011. These would be B011,  B012  B013, B014 
and  B121.  B015 is NOT a valid equivalent session so you would need to also set up 
B121 for summer session 2011. 
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Parameter BM1707-Z-OPT 
Use this parameter to indicate whether a cashiering session should be closed at the end of 
the Auto-App process; the options are: 

Y = Yes, “Z” out the session upon completion of the Auto-App process. 
N = No, leave the batch open. 

Since the Auto-App process functions similarly to online cashiering, it opens a cashiering 
session and a batch as defined in the BM1707-LDEV parameter. The batch opened by 
this process holds all the transactions (paid open charges) that were completed by the 
process. Closing the session - referred to as “Z-ing” a session - closes the batch. The 
General Ledger (GL) database cannot be updated until a batch is closed. Closing the 
batch enables the subsequent job group FG066D (Daily Cashiering Process) - specifically 
job BM1758J (Merge and Transfer Cashiering Files) within FG066D - to create the 
appropriate extract file for job group FG036D (Load Financial Transactions), which 
updates the GL database.  

We recommended that you always enter ‘Y’ for this parameter. It is further recommended 
that you create a default for BM1707-Z-OPT on the Parameter Default Screen (Job 
Scheduling Main Menu, option 8) to ensure that this parameter will default to Y. 
 
Sample:  Job Scheduling Parameter Default Screen 
 
JM1004-001              PARAMETER DEFAULT SCREEN 
 
PARAMETER: BM1707-Z-OPT       JOB / GROUP : FG095R      COLLEGE : SPDEV    
 
 DEFAULT 
  VALUE  : Y                                                            
 
 CHANGE 
INDICATOR:   
 

Parameter BM1708-NAME-SRT 
Use this parameter to indicate how you want the report output sorted for job BM1708J 
(within FG095R); the options are: 

Y = Yes sort reports by student name. 
N = No sort reports by student ID. 
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Auto-App Reports 

Auto-App Application Report (BM1708A)  
 
 
THU, DEC 3, 2010, 11:25 AM                                                                                     PAGE         1 
                                              160       YAKIMA VALLEY CC                                         REPORT BM1708A 
 YEAR/SESSION:       B013                        AUTO APPLICATION OF FINANCIAL AID                                      VER009 
                                                    PRELIMINARY APPLICATION REPORT 
                                                                                 AWRD 
                    STUDENT                             PAYMENT METHOD           YRS           FEE CODE            AMOUNT PAID 
 ___________________________________________   ________________________________  ____  _________________________  ______________ 
 
 AGUAYO MAQUEL B                 999096140     001      -F PELL GRANTS           B013  S1 SERVICE FEE                       5.00 
                            SSN: 999-78-0000 
                                                                                       S2 TECHNOLOGY USE FEE               17.50 
                                                                                       TR RESIDENT TUITION                405.00 
                                                                                                                          427.50  * 
 
 ALAO BALIAT A                   999082663     001      -F PELL GRANTS           B013  S1 SERVICE FEE                      10.00 
                            SSN: 999-96-0000 
                                                                                       S2 TECHNOLOGY USE FEE               35.00 
                                                                                       TR RESIDENT TUITION                810.00 
                                                                                                                          845.00  * 
 
 ALMAGUER FRISELDA               999105215     009      -F SNG/SSIG              B013  S1 SERVICE FEE                       5.00 
                            SSN: 999-74-0000 
                                                                                       S2 TECHNOLOGY USE FEE               17.50 
                                                                                       TR RESIDENT TUITION                405.00 
                                                                                                                          427.50  * 
 
 ALVAREZ XAVIER                  999099154     001      -F PELL GRANTS           B013  S1 SERVICE FEE                      10.00 
                            SSN: 999-74-000 
                                                                                       S2 TECHNOLOGY USE FEE               35.00 
                                                                                       TR RESIDENT TUITION                810.00 
                                                                                       W7 SECRETARIAL SCI LAB FE           25.00 
                                                                                                                          880.00  * 
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Auto-App Exception Report (BM1708B) 
 
 
 THU, DEC  3, 2010, 11:25 AM                                                                                           PAGE         1 
                                              160       YAKIMA VALLEY CC                                               REPORT BM1708B 
 YEAR/SESSION:       B013                         AUTO APPLICATION OF FINANCIAL AID                                           VER009 
                                                    PRELIMINARY EXCEPTION REPORT 
                                       BEOG  QTR 
                                       ENRL  CR    PAYMENT   AWRD 
               STUDENT                 CODE  REG   METHOD    YRS                           EXCEPTION MESSAGE 
 _____________________________________ ____ ____ ___________ ____ ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ALDERMAN MONICA C         999158096    01  12.0 090      -F B013 BM18290001:Award is not in accepted status 
                      SSN: 999-23-3333 
 
 ALLTUS PATRICK M          999025215    05   5.0             B013 BM18290005:Financial aid is blocked, check has been calculated 
                      SSN: 999-39-3333 
                                                 009      -F B013 BM18290001:Award is not in accepted status 
 
 ALONZO RACHEL M           999164243    01  15.0             B013 BM18290005:Financial aid is blocked, check has been calculated 
                      SSN: 999-92-3333 
 
 ALVAREZ TERESA M          999001803    01  10.0 001      -F B013 BM18290001:Award is not in accepted status 
                      SSN: 999-80-3333 
 
 AMARO NORA S              999050755    01                        BM17070005:Cannot auto-apply refund 
                      SSN: 999-90-3333 
 
 AMOS JENNIFER L           999052394    01  14.0             B013 BM18290005:Financial aid is blocked, check has been calculated 
                      SSN: 999-78-3333 
 
 ANDERSON GLORIA L         999017366    02   8.0             B013 BM18290005:Financial aid is blocked, check has been calculated 
                      SSN: 999-56-3333 
 
 ANDREAS REBECCA L         999012055    01                   B013 BM18290005:Financial aid is blocked, check has been calculated 
                      SSN: 999-15-3333 
                                                 001      -F B013 BM18290002:Student is not enrolled for required credits 
                                                 002      -F B013 BM18290002:Student is not enrolled for required credits 
                                                 009      -F B013 BM18290002:Student is not enrolled for required credits 
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Resolving Auto-App Exception Messages 

The Auto-App Exception Report (BM1708B) identifies the records of students that did 
not pass the validation edits required to ensure payment of tuition. The Exception 
Message column on the report contains one of the following messages listed for each 
student whose tuition could not be paid by the Auto-App process (FG095R). Following 
are the Auto-App exception messages, listed by ID number, along with possible 
resolutions for each exception message. 

BM18290001: Award is not in accepted status 
This error message relates to awards on the Award Tab (FAM502). Awards must be in 
status 2 (accepted) for FMS to disburse financial aid, unless you are using an alternate 
award status for awards like electronic funds transfer (EFT) of net loan amounts (which 
requires setup). 
 

 
 
 

 
BM18290002: Student is not enrolled for required credits  
Credit colleges only: This error message relates to students who are not enrolled for the 
minimum number of credits based on the Enrollment level indicators for the Scheduled 
Sessions located on the Financial Tab.  

• If the session Enrollment level indicator on the Financial Data screen is 1 (one), 
the student must be enrolled for at least 12 credits.  

• If the indicator on the Financial Data screen is 2, the student must be enrolled for 
at least six credits. 

• If the indicator on the Financial Data screen is 3, the student must be enrolled for 
at least nine credits.  

• If the indicator on the Financial Data screen is 5, the student must be enrolled for 
at least one credit. 

Note: If the enrollment level indicator is 0 (zero) or left blank, this edit will be skipped 
and the student's tuition will be paid with available financial aid regardless of the 
student's enrollment level. 

Award Status 
must be 2 
(accepted) 
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The Enrollment Code field is no longer used. To indicate that only the Scheduled 
Sessions Enrollment level indicators should be used for enrollment edits in both Auto-
App (FG095R) and Check Calculation (AG906R), use the CIS/WCC Processing Table to 
define the key value SES-ENRL-CD-OPT with the parameter value of Y. 
 

 
 

BM18290003: Financial Aid is blocked due to tracking code 
This error message applies to the Tracking Tab (FAM505). 

BM18290004: Financial Aid is blocked due to academic progress 
This error message relates to any selected academic progress edits, detailed in the section 
“Setting Up Academic Progress Edits” on page 5 of this document. 

Enrollment 
Code – no 
longer used 

Enrollment 
level 
indicators 
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BM18290005: Financial Aid is blocked, check has been calculated 
This error message is generated when the Tracking Tab has a CC (check calculated) track 
code for the session you are attempting to pay tuition. The CC code may indicate that the 
Check Calculation job group (AG906R) has already been run or may be the result of a 
manual check entry. 
 

 

To clear this block, you can type over the CC tracking code with the tracking code 
related to check recalculation (for example, CR, which will allow tuition to be paid. This 
also allows the check calculation process to attempt to recalculate a check for any 
remaining balance when the Check Calculation job group is run.  

Note: It is important that the Auto-App job group (FG095R) runs prior to the Check 
Calculation job group (AG906R) so that tuition is paid prior to attempting another 
check calculation.  
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Once the tuition or fee has been paid and the AA (Last Automatic Application) tracking 
code is generated, a second check calculation will be processed. If a check is calculated, 
another CC tracking code will be posted on the Tracking Data screen in addition to the 
CR tracking code. 

 

 

BM18290006: Attendance less than minimum hours required by award  
This error message applies to clock-hour colleges. 

BM18290007: Attendance less than required percentage of available hours 
This message applies to clock-hour colleges and relates to the SM9407-PCT-ATTD key 
value selected as an academic progress edit, detailed in the section “Setting Up Academic 
Progress Edits” on page 5 of this document. 

BM18590008: Cumulative GPA below minimum 
This error message relates to the SM9407-CUM-GPA key value selected as an academic 
progress edit, detailed in the section “Setting Up Academic Progress Edits” on page 5 of 
this document. 

BM18290009: Session GPA below minimum 
This error message relates to the SM9407-SES-GPA key value selected as an academic 
progress edit, detailed in the section “Setting Up Academic Progress Edits” on page 5 of 
this document. 
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